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I have an issue with my Vaio laptop, the wireless is not working in Ubunto 10.04, when it worked fine
in Windows 7.I have tried the solutions I found in other questions and none work for me, wireless

light keeps lit when I boot, and it does not turn off when I reboot it. I cant even find a driver for this
model!I would greatly appreciate any help someone could give me on this and any other issues I

may have with this laptop..Thanks! can you give me some help? I have a vaio VGN-SZ130, and I am
trying to get it to work again. I fixed the power issue, but now the vaio gets stuck on the second

screen. if I press the power off button it shuts down fine, but if I try to restart it or go into bios, it just
sits there and does nothing. Can someone help? I just got a Sony VAIO laptop, and Ive got the 'ugx'

window (for'service manul'?) open, and Ive searched for a driver to install. I dont even know what the
driver is for yet, but I tried opening it anyway. When i opened it, it opened like a normal drive, and I

just clicked on the button that said 'Continue' and selected the desired device, then it went right
back to the 'ugx' screen and said that the driver was unavailable, and it suggested that I search the
manufacturer for the driver. I think its an American driver. I just got the laptop and I cant find any
local Sony store or anything. Ive searched the manufacturer website, but there were no drivers

listed. Thanks for any help! Anyways, i have a VGN-CR13, and i have downloaded the VGN-SZ18GP
driver. Now, the problem is that it does not recognise the video card. it says it is a 32mb vid card and
i downloaded the 64mb one. I have tried looking through the device manager, and it does not seem
to find the card? The only other thing, is that my laptop has a bluetooth module, which i have not

tried. Does anyone have any suggestions, i have searched but can not find anything
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